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1. CALL TO ORDER 
Barbara Dennis called the conference call to order. Call participants included Tom 
Olszewski (ExxonMobil); Mike Brown (SK); Ted Selby (Savant); Teri Kowalski (Toyota); 
Brad Cosgrove and Tracey King (Chrysler); Matt Snider (GM); Barbara Dennis (BP); 
Glenn Mazzamaro and Carl Esche (Vanderbilt); Dan Pridemore (Afton); Bill Buscher 
(SwRI); Ron Romano (Ford); Kirk McNaughton (Safety-Kleen); Larry Smith and Mike 
McMillan (Infineum); Matthew Ansari and John Rosenbaum (Chevron); Luc Girard 
(Suncor); Steve Herzog and Bernie Kinker (Evonik); Jerry Wang (Oronite); Gail Evans 
and Chris Castanien (Lubrizol); Thom Smith and Dan Dotson (Valvoline); and Kevin 
Ferrick, Dennis Bachelder, Mike See, and David Smith (API). 
 
2. OEM Comments on SN 
The Lubricants Committee met by conference call to bring ILSAC up-to-date on the 
Lubricants Committee ballot on API SN (see Attachments 1 and 2). Barbara Dennis 
commented that the committee had three specific objectives for the call: 
 

 Committee members wanted to be sure they heard ILSAC’s comments on API SN. 

 The committee also wanted ILSAC to be aware of the proposed Resource 
Conserving designation. 

 The call would also provide ILSAC with an opportunity to explain their positions on 
the proposed SN. 

 
Ron Romano agreed to share Ford’s comments first. He summarized many of those 
included in Attachment 3. 
 

 Ford is concerned that SN and Resource Conserving lack properties intended to 
protect gasoline engines, particularly for ILSAC viscosity grades. 

 Ford does not understand why the IIIGA is not required for all W grades. 

 Oil marketers need to recognize that misapplications occur and the proposed SN oils 
could be installed in vehicles where ILSAC GF-5 is recommended. 

 The 1-minute settling requirement for foam should apply to all SN oils. 

 TEOST 33C should apply to all ILSAC viscosity grades under SN because these oils 
will find their way into engines with turbochargers. 

 Elastomer compatibility and emulsion stability should apply to all SN oils. 

 Phosphorus volatility should apply to all SN oils. Mr. Romano recognized that the 
technology used to meet this parameter might be in short supply outside North 
America and Japan, but he added that emission system protection is an important 
consideration worldwide. Additionally, he believed including the parameter in all SN 
oils would help improve the level of technology in all engine oils. 



 
Matt Snider followed Mr. Romano with the following comments: 
 

 Emulsion retention should be in all SN viscosity grades. Use of alternative fuels 
(ethanol and/or methanol) is widespread in various parts of the world and all "SN" 
oils should meet this test. 

 Elastomer compatibility should be in all SN viscosity grades.  All "SN" oils should be 
required to provide some assurance that they won't damage elastomers.  

 Phoshorus volatility should be in all SN viscosity grades.  Some regions may not 
have the emission system longevity requirements of North America, but this test is 
still a worthwhile check on the "performance" of the chosen chemistry and it helps 
OEM's reduce the environmental impact of cars globally (by not accelerating the 
deterioration of after treatment systems). 

 Used oil pumpability should be in all SN viscosity grades. Regardless of the oil 
chosen by the customer, the engine needs to be able to pump it. 

 Mr. Snider is concerned about the VID not being part of all "SN" oils of ILSAC 
viscosity grades.  Dropping the VID for thicker viscosity grades is perhaps 
understandable, but potentially dropping it for viscosity grades like 0W-20's is 
confusing. 

 The 0.08 wt% limit should be on all SN oils. API keeps old "S" categories "active;" 
those old categories have higher phosphorus limits and can satisfy the perceived 
need for "S"-category oils with higher phosphorus limits. 

 SN should have the same TEOST 33C limits as for GF-5.  

 Mr. Snider does not understand footnote b.  Does it say that if an oil is licensed as 
"SN" but the "SN" is preceded by a "C" category designation on the bottle, then the 
VG, BRT, and Gelation tests are not required? 

 Mr. Snider expressed a similar concern with footnote d but with respect to chemical 
limits and TEOST MHT.  This note also has a confusing explanation to it: the 
preamble for SN states that this category is for use in gasoline engines.  This note, 
however, states that oils licensed per SN may not be suitable for gasoline engines if 
the "SN" is preceded by a "C" category on the bottle.  

 Mr. Snider added one final sense check on the proposed SN.  Under the proposal, it 
appears that it is possible to label an engine oil of ILSAC viscosity grade as meeting 
API SN without the oil having to meet the following tests: VID, IIIGB, TEOST 33, 
emulsion retention, and elastomer compatibility. In other words, under the proposal 
the "SN" oil is not required to meet most of the items that differentiate the new SN 
category from the current SM category. To make matters worse, one can precede 
the "S" category with a "C" category and drop the VG, BRT, gelation index, phos 
limit, sulfur limit, and TEOST MHT as well. Is this correct and as intended? 

 Mr. Snider concluded by pointing out that, under the Lubricants Committee 
procedures, ILSAC must approve substantive modifications to API S categories. The 
pertinent section from the procedures is provided below: 

 
Pursuant to the Memorandum of Understanding of January 12, 1992 and 
the May 1, 1999 Assignment and Delegation of Rights and 
Responsibilities, all substantive changes to API 1509 that involve the “S” 



Categories must be approved by both API and DaimlerChrysler 
Corporation, Ford Motor Company and General Motors Corporation before 
they are effective. 
 After the Committee has approved a proposed substantive 
modification to API 1509 involving “S” Categories, API staff shall transmit 
the change to the three OEMs noted above.  If the three OEMs decline to 
approve the proposed modification, the AGP shall discuss the issue and 
provide recommendations to the Committee 

 
Tracey King then offered comments from Chrysler: 
 

 Seal testing should not be a part of the Resource Conserving classification but 
should be required for all licensed products that API members recommend for use in 
passenger car vehicles. 

 Many of the differences between the ILSAC standard and the SN standard are 
unacceptable.   There is no reason why an engine oil that is licensed as suitable for 
use in gasoline passenger car engines should not be required to meet the entire 
portion of the ILSAC specification that is durability related.  I can understand the 
need to omit fuel economy and the phosphorus maximum for engine oils whose 
primary usage is for heavy duty diesel, though I am very concerned about the effect 
of these oils on emissions durability at high mileage.    

 An SN spec that does not include adequate protection for gasoline engines will force 
me to consider informing Chrysler customers that oils with API claims without a 
Starburst may not adequately protect their engines.   

 Low temperature viscosity controls, catalyst protection, turbocharger protection, E85 
protection and elastomer compatibility appear to be omitted from the SN standard. 
All are required for adequate protection of Chrysler engines.   These requirements 
must be included for SN engine oil to be considered acceptable for Chrysler engines 

 
Following the call, representatives from Toyota and Nissan submitted comments. These 
are included as Attachments 4 and 5. 
 
3. Next Meetings 
The Lubricants Committee will meet at the call of the Chair. 


